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Cher lecteurs,
On the Occassion of The
Duchesses’ departure We
have decided to make this
special Extra Section of the
current MpZ, Letters Obits,
comments, pics and finally a
meditation by Tangerine Terry.
Its pretty straight forward.

2 British born Queens:
Fær-E-nuff & the Duchess
are Dead.

MpZ is Compiled/Designed/ Edited by
Cocopierre in Berlin with Special assis tance of Dandeline (néeDorothea) and
Uncle Markie, Shaunessy for his snail mail commitment and Fanta for local
Berlin help.

Enjoy! Cocopierre Editor
cocopierre@eurofærie.de
For further reference:
The Trouble with Harry Hay:
Founder of the Modern Gay
Movement/A biography by
Stuart
Timmons--Alyson
Publications;

EuroFæries is a non-profit
organisation registered in the
Netherlands. Our long-term goal
is to establish a permanent færie
sanctuary on the European
continent, and any surplus raised
from the gathering fees, and from
our fund-raising auction at the
gathering, will be donated to the
faerie land fund.
Eurofæries
P.O. Box 2721
1000CS Amsterdam
Netherlands
www.eurofaerie.org

Gay Spirit: Myth and Meaning
by
Mark
Thompson--St.
Martin's Press,
Radically Gay: Gay Liberation
In the Words of Its Founder
Harry Hay Edited by Will
Roscoe--Beacon Press;
Hope Along the Wind A documentary film by Eric Slade 60
min.; distributed by Frameline

NEXT

(Spring)Theme:

send your fotos articles ads etc to: editor at cocopierre@eurofaerie.de
A worldwide gathering of the
tribe for a celebration of the life
and work of Harry Hay....a
shared moment across the
planet in which we can see that
we, indeed, are a people -- a
people of magic, power, and
faerie dust
On November 24 in the
Americas
and
Europe
(November 25 in Asia and
Australia) we ask people to gather around the world simultaneously, create sacred space, and
meditate on Harry's life[a Call,
received on our eff Topica

«MAGIC»

DEADLINE: 15.MAY,2003

Newsgroup-from 5færies:Danzante/Scotty Dog/Damien
/Randy-in-All-Worlds/Quercus. Your Editoresse in the spirit of
réportage flew to LA to cover one of the events. CCP]
Erick's Los Angeles
Harry Hay remembrance circle went like this....
First, it was an

absolutely gorgeous day on Sunday.

Erick and Cricket have quite a crib in a beautiful old
Spanish apartment. They're gracious hosts who kept us
entertained, fed, and watered. We sat just outside their
window out on a breezeway patio where they have been
cultivating numerous cats and tropical plants making the
surroundings perfectly grounding. Not to mention the "living"
mats for table tops they grew from sprouting grains and other
seeds. The cats loved to sniff around and lay about them too.

I was also happy to see some
familiar faces, Spiral and Ho ho,
and some new faces. One
Færie from LA that I never
knew existed and the venerable
Cocopierre from the
EuroFaeries clan....

Fæeries are
everywhere.

yes,

Greetings from
Matrix

L.A.Gurls: (L>R) Spiral, Matrix, Erick, Cricket,Billy, Hoho. photso by Cocopierre
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Harry Hay [Died Thursday October
24,2002,2am pacific time].
At the request of his friends, please
find below the

'official' obituary

penned

by Stuart Timmons (Harry's biographer), Professor Martin Duberman
(author/historian),
Joey
Cain
(President, SF Pride) and Harry's
niece, Sally Hay:
Harry Hay,
Paved the Way For Modern
Gay Activism, Dies at 90
Henry "Harry" Hay, known as the
founder of the modern American gay
movement, has died at age 90. The
pioneering gay activist devoted his
life to progressive politics and in
1950, he founded a state-registered
foundation and secret network of
support groups for gays known as
the Mattachine Society. He was also
a co-founder, in 1979, of the Radical
Faeries, a movement affirming gay ness as a form of spiritual calling. A
rare link between gay and progres sive politics, Hay and his partner of
39 years, John Burnside, had lived
in San Francisco for three years after
a lifetime in Los Angeles.
Hay had been diagnosed weeks
earlier with lung cancer. Despite his
illness, he remained lucid and died
peacefully in his sleep in the early
hours of October 24.
"Harry Hay’s determined, visionary
activism significantly lifted gays out
of oppression," said Stuart Timmons,
who published a biography of Hay in
1990. "All gay people continue to
benefit from his fierce affirmation of
gays as a people."
Hay is listed in histories of the
American gay movement as first in
applying the term "minority" to homo sexuals. An uncompromising radical,
he easily dismissed "the heteros,"
and never rested from challenging
the status quo, including within the
gay community. Due to the pervasive
homophobia of his times (it was ille gal for more than two homosexuals
to congregate in California during the
1950s) Hay and his colleagues took
an oath of anonymity that lasted a
quarter century until Jonathan Ned
Katz
interviewed Hay for the
ground-breaking book Gay American
History.
Countless researchers subsequent ly sought him out; in recent years,
Hay became the subject of a biogra phy, a PBS-funded documentary,
and an anthology of his own writ ings.
Previous attempts to create gay
organizations in the United States
had fizzled - or been stamped out.
Hay's first organizational conception
was a group he called Bachelors
Anonymous, formed to both support
and leverage the 1948 presidential
candidacy of Progressive Party
leader
Henry
Wallace.
Hay wrote and dis creetly circulated a prospectus call ing for "the androgynous minority" to
organize as a political entity. Hay’s
call for an "international bachelor’s
fraternal order for peace and social

Additional websites may be seen in the main MpZ bulletin Board page of the Winter Issue
http://www.nytimes.com/2002/12/29/magazine/29HAY.html?ex=1042356289&ei=1&en=fe69dce658b054e6
http://www.radfae.org/harry.htm
dignity" did not bear results until
1950. That year, his love affair with
Viennese immigrant Rudi Gernreich,
(whose fashion designs eventually
made him a TIME cover -man)
brought Hay into gay circles where a
critical mass of daring souls could be
found to begin sustained meetings.
On November 11, 1950, at
Hay’s home in the Silver Lake dis trict of Los Angeles, a group of gay
men met which became the
Mattachine Society. Of the original
Mattachine
founders,
Chuck
Rowland, Bob Hull, Dale Jennings
pre-deceased Hay; Konrad Stevens
and John Gruber are the last surviv ing members of the founding
group.
"Mattachine" took its name from a
group of medieval dancers who
appeared publicly only in mask, a
device well understood by homosex uals of the 1950s. Hay devised its
secret cell structure (based on the
Masonic order) to protect individual
gays and the nascent gay network.
Officially co-gender, the group was
largely male; the Daughters of Bilitis,
the pioneering lesbian organization,
formed independently in San
Francisco in 1956. Though some
criticized the Mattachine movement
as insular, it grew to include thou sands of members in dozens of
chapters, which formed from
Berkeley to Buffalo, and created a
lasting national framework for gay
organizing. Mattachine laid the
ground for rapid civil rights gains fol lowing 1969's Stonewall riots in New
York City.
Harry Hay was born in England in
1912, the day the Titanic sank. His
father worked as a mining engineer
in South Africa and Chile, but the
family settled in Southern California.
After graduating from Los Angeles
High School, he briefly attended
Stanford, but dropped out and
returned to Los Angeles. He under stood from childhood that he was a
sissy - different in behavior from
boys or girls - and also that he was
attracted to men. His same-sex
affairs began when he was a teenag er, not long after he began reading
19th Century scholar Edward
Carpenter, whose essays on
"homogenic love" strongly influenced
his thinking.
A tall and muscular young man, Hay
worked as both an extra and ghost writer in 1930s Hollywood. He devel oped a passion for theater, and per formed on Los Angeles stages with
Anthony Quinn in the 1930s, and
with Will Geer, who became his
lover. Geer took Hay to the San
Francisco General Strike of 1935,

Hay's later gay organizing.
Despite a decade of gay life, in 1938
Hay married the late Anita Platky,
also a Communist Party member.
The couple were stalwarts of the Los
Angeles Left; Hay taught at the
California Labor School and worked
on domestic campaigns such as
campaigning for Ed Roybal, the first
Latino elected in Los Angeles. The
Hays occasionally hosted Pete
Seeger when he performed in Los
Angeles, and Hay recalled demon strating with Josephine Baker in
1945 over the Jim Crow policy of a
local restaurant. When he felt com pelled to go public with the
Mattachine Society in 1951, the
Hays divorced. After a burst of activ ity lasting three years, the growing
Mattachine rejected Hay as a liability
due to his Communist beliefs. In
1955, when he was called before the
House
UnAmerican
Activities
Committee, he had trouble finding a
progressive attorney to represent
him, he felt, due to homophobia on
the Left. (He was ultimately dis missed after his curt testimony.) Hay
felt exiled from the Left for nearly fifty
years, until he received the Life
Achievement award of a Los
Angeles library preserving progres sive movements.
For most of his life Hay lived in Los
Angeles. However, during the early
1940s, Hay and his wife lived in New
York City; he returned there with
John Burnside to march and speak
at the Stonewall 25 celebration in
1994. During the 1970s, he and
Burnside moved to New Mexico,
where he ran the trading post at San
Juan Pueblo Indian reservation.
His years of research for gay refer ences in history and anthropology
texts lead Hay to formulate his own
gay-centered political philosophy,
which he wrote and spoke about
constantly. His theory of "gay con sciousness" placed variant thinking
as the most significant trait in homo sexuals. "We differ most from het erosexuals in how we perceive the
world. That ability to offer insights
and solutions is our contribution to
humanity, and why our people keep
reappearing over the millennia," he
often stressed. Hay’s occasional
exhortations that gays should "maxi mize the differences" between them selves and heterosexuals remained
controversial. Academics tended to
reject his ideas as much as they
respected his historic stature.
A fixture at anti-draft and anti-war
campaigns for sixty years, Hay
worked in Women's Strike for Peace
during the Viet Nam War as a con -

Traditional Indian Land and Life. Hay
was a local founder of the Lavender
Caucus of Jesse Jackson's Rainbow
Coalition during the early 1980s,
determined to help convince the gay
community that its political success
was inextricably tied to a broader
progressive agenda. His decades of
agitation for coalition politics brought
him increasing appreciation in later
life from labor and third-party groups.
A second wind of activism came in
1979 when Hay founded, with Don
Kilhefner, a spiritual movement
known as the Radical Faeries. This
pagan-inspired group continues
internationally based on the principal
that the consciousness of gays dif fers from that of heterosexuals. Hay
believed that this different way of
seeing constituted the contribution
gays made to society, and was
indeed the reason for their continued
presence throughout history. Despite
his often-combative nature, Hay
became an increasingly beloved fig ure to younger generations of gay
activists. He was often referred to as
the "Father of Gay Liberation."
Hay is survived by Burnside as well
as by his self-chosen gay family, a
model he strongly advocated for les bians and gays. His adopted daugh ters, Kate Berman and Hannah
Muldaven also survive him. A circle
of Radical Faeries provided care for
him and Burnside through their later
years. Harry Hay leaves behind a
wide circle of friends and admirers
among lesbians, gays, and progres sive activists. Donations in his mem ory can be made to the San
Francisco Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual
and
Transgender
Community
Center, 1800 Market Street, San
Francisco CA 94102 (identify it for
the Harry and John Founders Wall
plaque) or One Institute and
Archives, 909 West Adams Blvd, Los
Angeles, CA 90007
Interview Sources: Stuart Timmons
[biographer]
Professor Martin Duberman
[author/historian]
Joey Cain [President, San
Francisco Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual
and Transgender
Pride Parade and Celebration]
Sally Hay (niece)

Harry Hay, Paved the Way For Modern Gay Activism, Dies at 90
and indoctrinated him into the
American Communist Party. Hay
became an active trade unionist.
A blend of Marxist analysis and
stagecraft strongly influenced
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scious strategy to build coalition
between gay and feminist pro gressives. He also worked close ly with Native American activists,
especially the Committee for

I first time I heard of
Harry Hay in 1988 when I
read a book "New Men New
Minds" put together Franklin
Abbott. The last part of this
book was about spirituality.
Here I discovered that there
was a "Spiritual Conference
of Radical Fairies". I recall
hearing of 'fairies' when I fist
went to my secondary (high)
school at Chipping Sodbury.
So this meant a lot to me.
Then I read about Harry Hay
talking about the idea that a
gay man can relate to anoth er gay man as a Subject
rather than an Object, lead ing to Subject to Subject con sciousness. I also found out
that he saw that gay men
have a different view of the
world, which he referred to as
the gay window.
Only later did I find out about
his history as a gay activist
from the days in the 1950s of
the Mattachine society and
how he split from that
because he believed there
was more to gayness than
who you have sex with. He
played a big part in the
changes that lead to our rela tive freedom of today. It's a
shame that so few gay
men know of him.
Harry has inspired
me to travel the
great distances to
come
to
theEuroFaerie
gatherings.
Karl of Albion
25Oct 2002
Dear All,
None of us would be con nected here in cyber-space
now on this list [efftopica] if it
were not for Harry Hay. Not
only was he a founder of the
gay and lesbian rights move ment as we know it, but he
was given the vision of 'faerydom' in the 70's after living
with native americans in SW
of the USA. He and his part ner John asked me to spend
the night with them once
when I was 29 and only a 4
year old faery. I would jump
at the chance now, but then I
was too busy chasing other
faery rainbows and now

I was very impressed that
Harry and his partner had
been together for so long,
and that they had what
seemed like such a warm
and loving relationship.
Later, when I read articles in
the gay press about Harry
Hay, I found out what an
enormous contribution he
had made to the earlier
stages of the gay movement.
It was only still later, when I
joined the Faeries, that I
realised how much more of a
contribution he had made to
gay people, this time in a way
which was personally even
closer to me.
I never agreed with one of his
more important ideas though,
namely that gay people were
per se somehow "more spe cial" or "more spiritually gift ed"; that we had a special
task on earth - to be the bear ers of spirituality to non-gay
people (however, this is only
my interpretation of what I
regret not having been part of he loved hearing stories of read of his words). When I
look around the average gay
t
h
a
t faerie emergence
bar
or disco on a Friday or
historic sandwich. talk about •His feistiness ...
Saturday
night, I don't get
he never thought we were
missed opportunities.....! He
this
feeling.
Not that there's
was an amazing man - inter - doing enough politically!
anything
wrong
with the
ested and knowledgable •His intelligence and wit ...
about everything and he had an encyclopedic atmosphere there, it's just
of that I don't see the prehe and I spent grasp
ordained
spirituality
he
more time talk - literature & social criticism
claimed
existed.
ing
about •His excitement about unlike music than ly coalitions ..he inspired Nevertheless, I've always
faeries and Jesse Jackson to include had an immense sense of
queer theory. purple in his rainbow coalition admiration for Harry Hay
-his ideas, his drive, and the
I wish I had •His love of sexuality .he
warmth
of his personality. I'm
the vision to be always said make love
very
sad
that he's moved on,
more like him, but more... make
but
I
shall
always think of him
then maybe there is more love!
with
only room on the planet for •Subject-subject conscious fondness & gratitude.
one Harry Hay at a ness in all facets of life.
*Mis Eel
28 Oct 2002
time...Blessed Be Harry and He was ready to move on,
Twinkling eyes, that what
loving hugs to John his sur - but I miss him terribly.
comes to mind first always
Love Bubbling Banana
viving partner.
when
Harry Hay comes to
---HabibiDing,
BangCock [Sat26 Oct]
mind.
His words about see 26Oct 2002
ing
ourselves
in foreign lands
I first came to know
across
crowds
with no lan This weekend [Sat26 Oct] of Harry Hay in a film I saw in
there's a Naraya dance on the mid-80's, about "Gay Life guage in common other than
Vashon Island, and it's being in Earlier Times". This film our eyes- I have used, his
dedicated to Harry Hay. was either "Silent Pioneers", important place in our history
There are lots of Indians here or "Before Stonewall". In the I have tried to honor but now
from the US and Canada, as film, Harry Hay spoke, and at his transition his twinkling,
well as Faeries and other his partner John Burnside kind eyes come first in my
dancers.
What I
was shown as well. As a rela - thoughts.
remember about Harry:
tively young man of 27, and
•His listening ability...
not having had a relationship, The many losses in our larg Harry Hay and *Sebastian
*(who we havent seen since Our
Anti-Millenium Lunteren NL
Gathering)
foto: see weblinks
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[continued on next page]

er Family have mounted up
so high that details leave me
but special occasions I hope
never do. Meeting Harry Hay
as a young man was one
such occasion and I do not
remember why he was here
in Atlanta except that it was
sponsored by the Atlanta
Fairy Circle. That was our
branch of the Radical Fairies
tree planted by Harry.
I
remember going to another
dear departed soul’s home,
Raven. Raven was a
wonderful host as I
remember it, if I got
it wrong someone
can change the
details to match
history and her story correctly.
Having never gone to
an official Fairy Gathering,
of any sort, I did not know
what to wear. Believe it or
not, I did not think I had an
adequate skirt to wear as
most Fairies I saw wore. I
had already done drag and
wanted to be respectful of the
event but not inappropriate.
So, I was afraid to come in
full drag that would leave me
in the "it looks like a woman"
group. Often this is also seen
as the "Oh, God another
attention stealing ‘Drag
Queen’." This was Harry’s
hour and I knew that. So, I
made up my eyes and I wore
a veil that covered my lower
face except for my eyes. I
thought foolishly this veil in
an all black pants and shirt
ensemble would make me
less conspicuous and also

respectful of the gender play - dom emerge from nothing in
ing differences that is reveled his lifetime to all that we have
now as queers, radical to
in the Fairies.
arch conservatives. I am
The kind older, sexy man with glad his life was long and I
twinkling eyes holding court will miss the spark that can
was so kind, generous and only come from the wise and
for a moment drawn to me gifted, Harry Hay eyes.
because all he could see By Duncan E. Teague
were my eyes. He was 22Dec 2002
like meeting Santa I first met Harry at the nation Claus. He was so al faerie gathering in the
wise and disarm - Pecos Mountains of New
More archetype
ing. Harry com - Mexico.
plimented
my than personality, his pres outfit and helped ence loomed large (accented
me understand by an orange feather beret)
some of the dilem - over the week-long event.
ma I had been in. Soon after I visited him and
He said "Dear, Fairies do his partner John Burnside at
Drag ‘he’ and queens did their home in Los Angeles.
Drag ‘she." The way he said Harry relished a good argu this simple truth was as ment and I don't. John, ever
though he was welcoming the peacemaker, sized up the
me into his world of magic. situation rather quickly and
His complete gaze and smile, produced brownies and
his loving way of speaking lemonade and a graceful exit
about everything were all for me. The royal couple vis mine, including the reasons ited the southern states
of so few Black men were in twice, the first time for Harry
the Fairies. As though it were to speak at Georgia State
only he and I in the room all University and the second
the while building a trust time for Harry to keynote the
between us. I never doubted first Gay Spirit Visions
that trust. What a gift to me. Conference near Highlands,
North Carolina. On the visit
I saw him several times in to Atlanta Raven Wolfdancer
other settings after that but and I spent a day taking
this sacred time one of our Harry and John around to
pioneers had taken signifi - see the sites. In the morning
cant time to embrace and we visited the King Center to
bless me. He was magical see MLK's memorabilia and
and it came through his eyes. tomb. For lunch we went to a
Eyes that witnessed our free - popular place in Inman Park

(L>R) Franklin Abbott, Andrew Romer, Ron Lambe, a friend, John Burnside

called Deacon Burton's
which
specialized
in
Southern cooking. The food
is served cafeteria style and
we took trays laden with fried
chicken, collard greens, corn
bread and sweet potatoes to
a four-top. The place was
packed with a cross section
of working Atlanta at lunch:
black and white, male and
female, professional and blue
collar. Once seated we auto matically
joined
hands
around the table casting our
circle quietly all but invisible
to the world around us.
Harry had a reputation as
being irascible and rarely dis appointed. For all his railing
against authority he could be
quite authoritarian. Many
found him impossible to deal
with and like another kind of
godfather he would whack
you if you crossed him
though never, as far as I
know, in physical ways but
rather with fierce rhetoric.
Harry's sharp tongue doubled
as his magic wand and he
used it a little too often. So it
surprised me to find him
weeping in a most improba ble place. After lunch Raven
and I took Harry and John to
the Cyclorama, a circular
painting, diorama of the
Battle of Atlanta reputed to
be the world's largest paint ing. In a half hour presenta tion during which the audi ence sits on a rotating plat form in the center a sound
and light show recounts the
story of one of the civil war's
most famous and romanti cized battles.
When the
and Harry
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lights came up Harry was in
tears. I asked him what was
wrong. "All those beautiful
young men, " he said of the
dead and wounded of more
than a century before, "what
a waste, what a sad and ter rible waste." It was in that
moment I stopped being on
edge with Harry, that old ras cal had a tender heart after
all.
fFranklin Abbott January 13,
2003
Franklin,

Still later in the gathering, I
saw Harry with this wig and
had to admire him. He had
liberated himself from so
much, at a time when there
was no support or communi ty, If I could be so silly and
spirited when I was his age, I
would be happy.

Good to hear from you and to
know you are doing this zine
project. I thought I would
enclose this great photo of
Harry, though my story is not
completely flattering. Is that
OK? Well, I’ll let you decide.

Jan Nathan Falling Long

I remember being excited
that Harry Hay was coming to
Short Mountain Sanctuary
Where I’d been living for a
year. We still had his old
1960 Ford truck, which he
and John had donated to the
mountain years before. I first
got to hear him speak in a
small group beside the
kitchen cabin, on a cool
spring day, just before
Beltane.

A gay father figure with an
overly active imagination?
Or some kind of queer
sage, a little too bent to
fully comprehend?
I
decided to keep on listening. And now, 23 years
later, I am so glad I did.
Hay and I met that after-

noon in a small apartment
near the Hollywood Hills to
discuss upcoming plans
for the first-ever Spiritual
Conference for Radical
Faeries. I'd convinced my
superiors at The Advocate
to publish the interview,
although it was a tough
sell. Nobody quite knew
what a "radical faerie" was
(including, I'm convinced,
the organizers of the conference).
Yet it sure sounded grand,
even romantic enough to
capture the attention of
readers. It did. Over two
hundred gay men from
across North America
arrived at a remote

Harry Hay:
The One True Heart
By Mark Thompson
The first thing Harry Hay
ever told me was to pull off
my ugly green frog skin of
heterosexual conformity. It
was May Day, 1979, and I
had just left a plane from
San Francisco, where gay
people danced naked in
the streets. There wasn't
too much hetero-imitative
behavior as far as I could
see. And as for that ugly
green frog suit, well, perhaps only as a really bad
piece of drag.
Who was this character?

I had felt such relief finding
the faeries and admired
Harry for being the brainchild
behind the movement. But 2 Short MountainTN Darlings, Harry & Jan Nathan Falling Long
when I heard him talking
about how gay people were
intrinsically more special than
others, that bisexuals had
simply tagged onto the gay
movement, and that gays
should be separate from
them, much of the spark I felt
for him withered. What hap pened to the spirit of faeries
that embraced, that did not
create hierarchy? I knew
enough about history to be
dubious of the idea that one
group of people is better than
another. I’d seen enough
marginalized groups stag nate because they insisted
on promoting themselves,
rather than being dead hon est, accepting the faults and
the virtues.
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Arizona oasis by summer's
end, kick starting an international movement that
flourishes to this day.
Grand. Romantic. Two
words that perfectly capture Harry's essence.
Except for some references in works by scholars
Jonathan Ned Katz and
John D'Emilio, not much
was known in the late1970s about the founder of
the modern gay liberation
movement. Time and better-publicized figures had
passed him by. He and his
partner of many years,
John Burnside, had been
out of sight living on a New
Mexico pueblo. But the
renewed call for a more
inward kind of gay activism
had pulled him back into
the public's eye, where he
stayed for the next two
decades until his death
this past October 24 at
age 90.
Harry loved to talk, and
could expound eloquently
on just about any topic. He
hadn't been nicknamed
"The Dowager" for nothing
back in the 1930s when he
was introduced to the
Communist Party by actorboyfriend Will Geer. From
the origins of democracy
to fashion, Harry covered
the conversational waterfront. (One of his many
cohorts had been topless
swimsuit inventor Rudi
Gernreich.)
Nothing
escaped his attention, particularly if it informed his
theories about gay consciousness.
His central idea-as revolutionary then as now-is
that gay people have a
special role to play in
human evolution. He was
the first to insist that we
are a separate, distinct
minority with certain traits
and talents, mainly in the
areas of teaching, healing,

mediating opposites, and
creating beauty. Harry's
notion, or "call" as he put
it, seemed fuzzy to a lot of
people, especially those
unable to differentiate
between different and special.
As Harry made clear-no more painstakingly
than over long hours at his
kitchen table--being different meant "neither better
nor inferior-but athwart."
He loved using five-dollar
words like that. (Look it up.
I did). What he was basically saying is that the
"gay widow"--our unique
and often deeply ironic
way of seeing--has something essentially wonderful
to offer humanity.
For all his considerable
charm,
Harry
could
appear
pompous and
irritatingly
obtuse. After an
hour or two of
such declamation, one just
had to take a
breather. Yet he
also had a sly
sense of humormixing
anecdotes and allusions with as
much savvy as
he
did
his
wardrobe. Who
else could pull
off pearls and a
pink taffeta skirt
worn over jeans and dusty
work boots better than
Harry?
I remember the night we
were socializing at the San
Francisco Art Institute at a
gala tribute for the also
legendary gay poet and
filmmaker,
James
Broughton. Harry and
James had sparked briefly
as Stanford University
undergraduates, but didn't
meet again until fifty years

later at a fairie gathering. over the years, and took
Few people knew that dozens of photographs as
James had fathered a well. My favorite happened
daughter with esteemed at the end of a glorious
film critic Pauline Kael dur- August day, sitting togething
their
bohemian er in an Oregon pasture
Berkeley days, but Harry where a faerie sanctuary
was alert to the fact. Kael had been established.
a n d
H a r r y
Broughton John Burnside, Harry, Raven
was on a
Wolfjanlen & friend
were havdidactiing their
cal roll,
o w n
e x p l a i nreunion at
ing
in
t
h
e
v i v i d
moment,
detail
w h e n ,
how he
with typiand
a
cal impus m a l l
dence,
band of
H a r r y
v e r y
i n t e r r u p tb r a v e
ed
the
brothers
c o n v e r s ah a d

tion by loudly asking, "So,
who was the mother and
who was the father?" The
stunned silence was punctured only by the whoosh
of Kael's furious departure.
Harry was always giddying me, too-to loosen
up, to see the bigger picture, just be my total,
fabulous, faerie self. I
recorded many hours of
conversation with Harry
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started the Mattachine
Society in 1950 in Los
Angeles--the first ongoing
gay organization in the
United States.
I didn't want to interrupt,
even though the burr
beneath the thin sarong
separating my behind from
the dirt was really beginning to hurt. I held my
camera ready, until the
perfect moment came.
"'Tis a gift to be gay," he

beamed, "and, honey,
don't you ever forget it." In
the photo, he looks angelically backlit. The glow
came from deep within.
In his passing, Harry
Hay is not just the Man of
the Year-but the Man of
the Century. Some might
wonder which century. The
late-19th, because of his
philosophical ties with
seminal thinkers of that
era such as Walt Whitman
and British writer Edward
Carpenter? Or the 20th,
because of his fierce commitment to social justice
and change? Or perhaps
the one upon us now?
When the progress for gay
civil rights is being widely
enjoyed yet more profound
understandings remain an
enigma?
As far as I'm
concerned, all of
the above. Harry
belongs in a core
place beyond the
margins-a
balancing act he
singly perfected.
Of all the contrary
individuals I've
met in the movement, Harry Hay
possessed
the
one original true
gay
heart. A
heartbeat,
a
voice, and a burr
of conscience I
continue to gratefully hear.

NAM

Meditation is a process to feel, sense and see the
Divinity within you and everywhere around you. I am the
Subject, you are the Subject, everything and everyone around
me is the Subject. I am part of everything and everyone and

been given a name by you and you think using all those names.
KEVALAM

nice place to sit.

It may be a chair or the floor (It is better

not to use a very comfortable chair or your bed as you may fall
asleep there). You may want to use a blanket or a pillow so that you
are comfortable but *aware!

Observe that your body is breathing.

is breathing and the mind is observing. You do not have to do anything to make it happen, just observe.
You will notice that when you breathe in, your lungs get bigger and

Just

observe. As you observe your breathing, your breathing will grad ually become slower as you proceed through this exercise.
Begin by sensing, imagining or feeling the existence of your right

leg. As you breathe in sense, imagine or feel that your right leg is
getting bigger with each breath in and smaller with each breath out.
There is no need to hurry just breath a few times sensing, imagining
or feeling that your right leg is getting bigger and smaller.
Now sense, see or feel the existence of your left leg in the
same way. As you breathe in the left leg gets

bigger and as you

breathe out the left leg gets

smaller.

As you breath sensing,

seeing or feeling the existence of

each part of your body,
you will feel that that part of your
body is very relaxed and perhaps
you will mentally forget about it for
the moment.
Sense, see or feel the
existence of your

abdominal

area and breath in and out, sensing, seeing or feeling that your
abdominal area is expanding and
contracting with each breath.

Lungs.

steady stream of

As you breathe in the

As you breathe in your

head gets bigger, as you breathe
out, your head gets smaller.
Concentrate in the center
of your brain. As you breathe in,
sense, see or feel that the air is
entering the

center of your brain.

As you breathe out, the air is leaving from the center of your brain.
Keep your mind concentrated here
throughout the meditation exercise.
It is time now to

intro-

duce an idea that will bring you
lasting happiness and peace. As you keep your mind concentrated
in the center of the brain observing the breathing, repeat the following sound:
BABA
NAM

Tangerine Terry

KEVALAM • BABA NAM KEVALAM
BABA means that your
nearest and dearest in your life

energy is com-

ing from the mantra and vibrating,
filling or absorbing your emotion.
Go on repeating Baba Nam
Kevalam until you feel that your
emotion is fully satisfied. When you
feel that your emotion is fully satisfied then you may open your eyes.
(This process may be used as a
way to open the heart circle using
only the first part of the practice
without introducing the emotion.
Introducing the emotion can be
used to close the heart circle giving
the power of the mantra to the
emotion that you felt strongly during the heart circle.)
"There is in every living being a
thirst for limitlessness!"

lungs get bigger and as you
breathe out the lungs get smaller.

Head.

Welcome it!

This emotion may have some associations from the past. If there is
any picture or scene associated with your emotion or experience
then bring that picture or scene together with your emotion now! If
there is any smell or taste associated with your feeling, then bring
that
smell or taste together with your emotion now.
Perhaps there is a sense of touch or sound associated with your feeling. Bring that sound or touch together with your emotion now!
Let your emotion, feeling or experience, with all its associations
occupy your mind now.
Now, focusing on your emotion and all its associations, start to repeat
the mantra---Baba Nam Kevalam. As you repeat the mantra, sense,
see or feel that the power of the mantra is vibrating, filling or absorbing your emotion.
As you repeat the mantra the sound of the mantra is vibrating your
emotion with the power of Baba Nam Kevalam.
As you repeat the mantra, a stream of energy, like a river, is flowing
from the mantra, filling your emotion with the power of Baba Nam
Kevalam.
As you repeat the mantra feel the
warmth of unconditional love is
pulling your emotion towards the
mantra absorbing it in its energy.
If at anytime, while repeating Baba
Nam Kevalam, this emotion vanishes and another emotion arises
in your mind, allow the new emotion to freely occupy your mind.
Allow this new emotion with all its
associations to occupy your mind.
Now repeat Baba Nam Kevalam
and sense, imagine or feel that a

Your body

when you breathe out, your lungs become smaller.

exclusive

allow this emotion the freedom to occupy your mind.
It is your child. It is your creation. It is yours.

Now try to sense, see or feel the existence of your body in a very
relaxed way.

means only,

So the meaning of these words is: "All my physical and mental ener gy is exclusively focused on the nearest and dearest entity of my
life—my Spiritual Self. I love only that Spiritual Self "
Continue to repeat these simple words in your mind for the next few
minutes. As you focus your mind on these words you will experience
the release of emotional boundaries that have been blocking your
expansion. When any emotion or experience arises in your mind,

everything and everyone is part of Me.
Find a

means name—everything in this universe has

inner spiritual Self is the
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